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Abstract	
The integration of health information in a clear and structured way, made available to the 
citizen who is the true owner of the data, is a crucial reality in Europe. Several digital health 
solutions contribute to this direction, with a diverse range of medical devices increasing their 
communication capability and gaining the ability to export data in a structured way and in 
accordance with health standards. The EU Smart4Health project aims to develop, test, and 
validate a platform for the citizen-centred health record with integrated abilities for 
aggregation of data, for data sharing and for data provision/donorship to the scientific 
community. Activities include upgrade of an existing medical device, a physiotherapy device, 
with real-time measurements and connectivity capabilities, meeting new medical device 
regulations. For this purpose, the B-Health IoT Box device was developed, which is 
responsible for collecting data from the sensors, processing this data, manage the trainings 
executed on the physiotherapy device and export the results in FHIR standard format. 
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1. Introduction	

When it comes to health and health care, European Union identifies a key objective: empowering 
citizens and building a healthier society through digital health relying in three main pillars: allow 
citizens’ secure access to and sharing of health data across borders, better data to advance research, 
disease prevention and personalised health and care, and promote digital tools for citizen 
empowerment and person-centred care [1]. To allow information exchange, integration and 
digitalization of health and wellbeing data must comply to standards. Health standards such as 
Continua Design Guidelines [2] and HL7 FHIR [3] are a key. In this perspective, the medical devices 
and the so-called personal health devices must follow these standards and ensure communication 
capabilities with the electronic health records systems. 

Smart4Health project aims to develop, test, and validate a platform for the citizen-centred health 
record with integrated abilities for aggregation of data, for data sharing and for data 
provision/donorship to the scientific community [4]. With the integration of data sources as one of the 
objectives of the project, the smarterization of medical devices allows it conversion and adaptation in 
order to fulfil the minimum interoperability requirements according to the standards used in the 
project. 

This paper describes the smarterization of a medical device for health data collection. The medical 
device is a physiotherapy device that will be equipped with a variety of sensors, correctly positioned 
on the device to collect the required information. The IoT architecture that collects, manages, and 
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exports the training data from the physiotherapy device is presented as well as details on the 
implementation of the B-Health IoT Box. 

2. Motivation	

The most common cause of back pain is the weakness of the deep layer of lumbar muscles, a fact 
proven by clinical studies that show that 70% of citizens have a weakness of this muscle [5]. A 
physiotherapy device can be used to train their deeper muscles, reinforcing them, and helping to 
decrease the level of backpain. The training and the treatment consist of active strengthening and 
stabilization of the entire spinal musculature through targeted and isolated exercises. 

The physiotherapy device used in Smart4Health is a MedX device (class II medical device), and it 
is shown in Figure 1. This device has as main characteristics: correct fixation for the legs and pelvis, 
isolation of the lumbar extensors, balance of upper body weight in gravity with the help of a 
counterweight, and force and angle sensors.  

 

 
Figure	1:	Physiotherapy	equipment	MedX:	a)	representation	[6],	b)	real	device	in	UNINOVA	institute.	

 
The training movement that the citizen should execute is between the maximum extension position 

0º and the maximum flexed position 72º. The angle values and the force executed by the citizen when 
the training is executed are the two required measurements. The treatment/prevention protocol used 
consists of a weekly basis for 18 weeks to carry out the necessary exercises. This periodicity and the 
lack of feedback throughout the treatment/prevention to show the citizen’s progress leads to the 
dropout of several patients, around 40% [7]. 

To contribute to the reduction of these values, in the Smart4Health project the smarterization of 
this physiotherapy device was carried out, including sensorization, data acquisition and processing, 
data export and user interface. The user interface allows citizen to follow all the processes, including 
their range of motion, the strength of their lumbar musculature and their exercises in a simple and 
intuitive way. In addition, the results obtained are compared with the expected reference values and 
sent to the Smart4Health platform, made automatically available to the citizen. 

3. Physiotherapy	device	smarterization	

The physiotherapy device smarterization follows a cyber-physical system approach divided by 
layers as shown in Figure 2. In physical layer are all the sensors included in the physiotherapy device, 
one sensor that measures the angle, another that measures the force in the back, and final a switch that 
allows control commands. In addition to these sensors, were added additional sensors to update the 
machine and provide additional information. Data collection layer has the B-Health IoT Box that is 
responsible for data acquisition and processing, training management, and data upload. In this layer is 



also the Health View software that provides a user interface dedicated to the citizen. Finally, in the 
cloud layer are the Smart4Health platform and the HealthMonitor software. This software provides a 
user interface to Smart4Health therapist, including patient management and visualization of training 
results. HealthMonitor is also responsible for uploading the results of the training carried out by the 
citizen for their Smart4Health account, using the Smart4Health connector. In this article we present 
the UNINOVA developments shown in Figure 2. The remaining elements were developed by other 
project partners [4]. 

 

 
Figure	2:	Conceptual	architecture	of	physiotherapy	device	smarterization.	

3.1. Approach	for	device	sensorization	

The MedX physiotherapy device is delivered already with the angle sensor, force sensor and 
switch. For update the device and provide useful and relevant information to the citizen and the 
therapist were added additional sensors that provide feedback about the position of the citizen on the 
machine. These additional sensors are placed on the level of head, back, hands, legs, and feet, as 
shown in Figure 3 in green. 

Regarding the angle sensor, it is a potentiometer coupled to the machine. The switch is a simple 
switch with to states, on or off. Regarding the force sensor, it is a load cell that measures the force in 
the back. For the head, back and hands were added pressure sensors that are a type of tape that 
changes its resistance with pressure. These sensors are used to inform if the citizen is putting some 
pressure on these areas or not. In order to help the therapist in correctly adjust the citizen on the 
machine, for the legs and feet were added load cells that provide a real value of force. 

 



 
Figure	3:	Physiotherapy	device	sensors.	

 
From a general point of view, the B-Health IoT Box follows the Personal Connected Health 

Alliance Continua Design Guidelines (CDG). The CDG provide a set of clearly defined interfaces that 
enable the secure exchange of medical-grade data among sensors, gateways, and end services, 
containing additional implementation guidelines that further clarify these standards and specifications 
by reducing options in the underlying standard or specification or by adding features missing in the 
underlying standard or specification [2]. 

The B-Health IoT Box primarily acts as a gateway in CDG architecture by aggregating the data 
from the sensors and transforming it into machine exercise information, exporting this information in 
FHIR format. In addition, in the case of the physiotherapy medical device, the B-Health IoT Box also 
acts as a Personal Health Device in this architecture. This is due to the fact that the sensors in the 
machine are analog, and it is the B-Health IoT Box that provides the communication capabilities. 

4. Implementation	

In Figure 4 is shown an image of the B-Health IoT Box that was designed and printed on a 3D 
printer taking into account all the physical interfaces necessary for the connection of the sensors. The 
RS232 connection allows the connection of the sensors delivered with the machine (angle, force, and 
switch), the RJ45 connection allows the network connection, the USB connection for power supply, 
two 8-pin connectors for connecting leg and foot force sensors, and three 4-pin connectors for 
connecting head, back and hand pressure sensors. 

 

 
Figure	4:	B-Health	IoT	Box.	

4.1. Sensors	selection	and	positioning	



The sensors used in the sensorization of the physiotherapy device are shown in Figure 5. 
Regarding the angle sensor, it is a potentiometer coupled to the machine. Depending on the angle at 
which the machine is, the potentiometer will have a certain resistance value. Powered the 
potentiometer with a known voltage, the voltage at the output will be proportional to the resistance 
value and angle value. The switch is a simple switch with to states, on or off. Regarding the force 
sensor, it is a load cell that measures the force in the back. This sensor is powered at 5V and returns a 
small voltage directly proportional to the applied force. When we use this type of sensors, we need an 
amplifier to put the output signal in a voltage range that can be read. 

 
 

 
Figure	5:	Sensor	behaviour.	

 
Regarding the additional sensors, are used two types of sensors. For the head, back and hands we 

chose pressure sensors. These sensors are a type of tape that changes its resistance with pressure. To 
collect this information, we use a voltage divider that will give a voltage proportional to the pressure, 
however, this is not a linear behaviour. Thus, it is difficult to model this behaviour and have a real 
force value. These sensors are used to inform if the citizen is putting some pressure on these areas or 
not. To have a real value of force in the legs and feet, here we choose load cells. These sensors have a 
different encapsulation but have the same operating mode as the force sensor. We chose these sensors 
for the legs and feet to help the therapist in adjust the citizen to the machine. 

All sensors must be correctly placed on the physiotherapy device and connected to the B-Health 
IoT Box, as shown in Figure 6. The pressure sensors are placed under the covers that cover the 
machine parts. Regarding the leg sensors, they are fitted with a piece designed and printed in a 3D 
printer. The foot sensors were placed in a hole drilled in the wood of the foot support. 

 

 
Figure	6:	Positioning	of	sensors.	

 
In order to transform the electrical voltages acquired from the sensors into useful information, it is 

necessary to calibrate these sensors. In the case of the angle sensor, the machine is adjusted in three 
predefined angle values (0º, 36º and 72º) in order to carry out a linear regression between the 
potentiometer value and the corresponding angle value. In the case of load cells and pressure sensors, 
the calibration process removes the offset to normalize the collected values. 



4.2. Software	components	

IoT capabilities are achieved through the development of a set of software components deployed 
in and running on B-Health IoT Box (see Figure 7). In the physical layer we have the machine sensors 
already presented. The Health Gateway Collect developed in Java is responsible for these sensor data 
acquisition, data processing and device manager. The Health Gateway Core developed in NodeJS is 
responsible for services manager and data storage. This software manages all the exercises performed 
on the physiotherapy device. As applications there is the Health Gateway Viewer developed in 
nodeJS and the GamifyPhisio developed in react. The Health Gateway Viewer is responsible for 
citizen and calibration interfaces. The GamifyPhisio, developed by a partner of Smart4Health, is 
responsible for exercise interface, follow up exercise and exercise score. As interoperability 
mechanism there is a REST API in Health Gateway Core that allows the communication with 
HealthMonitor software. There is also the Health View that is a software developed in electron and 
provides the user interface with the citizen during the exercises performed on the machine. This 
software is provided by the web servers on Health Gateway Viewer and GamifyPhisio. Finally, the B-
Health IoT Box also have the capability of export the training results to other platforms in FHIR 
structure. Regarding the communications between all the components, it is handled using a MQTT 
instance, in this case the mosquito, which is widely used in IoT architectures. 

 

 
Figure	7:	B-Health	IoT	Box	software.	

 
All training management performed on the physiotherapy device is carry out by sate machines 

(Figure 8) in the Health Gateway Core as its main function. The movement test allows the calculation 
of the citizen's range of motion with three main states: extension, flexion and zero position. The 
counterweight test allows the calculation of the counterweight that is necessary to compensate the 
weight of the citizen. In this test is necessary lock the counterweight on zero position and adjust it in 
extension position to have zero force. The force test allows the measurement of back strength at 
available angles, providing a check-up. For this, the citizen must stay locked in these angles and make 
maximum force. Finally, the exercise allows the strengthening of the lumbar muscles by performing a 
movement between the angle of extension and flexion during a certain time interval and with a certain 
associated weight. 

 



 
Figure	8:	State	machines.	

5. Test	and	validation	

Figure 9 shows an example of a force test data flow. First, we have the sensors that provides 
analog voltages proportional to the quantities that we intend to read. Next, these voltages are collected 
and processed by the Collect. Then, the processed data is sent to the Core to be managed in the 
context of MedX training. This processed data is also sent to the view to show to the citizen. At the 
end of the force test, all test data is sent in a structured way (json) to HealthMonitor. This structure is 
shown on top right corner. Finally, HealthMonitor processes the received data and compares it with 
the expected ones, taking into account the citizen's characteristics. This graph is shown on the bottom 
right corner. 

Given the flexibility of B-Health IoT Box, force test data can also be exported directly in FHIR 
structure to other platforms, namely Smart Bear platform [8]. For this purpose, the result of a force 
test is exported in a DiagnosticReport resource [9], with each pair angle-force and the recommended 
training weight included as an Observation resource. The identification of the citizen, the force teste, 
and the device where the force test was performed also are included in the FHIR structure in Patient, 
Identifier and Device resources respectively. 

 



 
Figure	9:	Data	flow	of	a	force	test.	

6. Conclusions	and	future	work	

In this paper we share all the steps carried out in the smarterization of a physiotherapy machine, 
from the choice of sensors to the data acquisition system and the interoperability with cloud 
platforms. The main contribution is the B-Health IoT Box that is currently used in the context of the 
Smart4Health project on 11 physiotherapy devices. All the functions described in this paper are 
implemented and functional, providing training data to the citizens through the Smart4Health 
platform. Despite the specificity related to the physiotherapy device in Smart4Health, the B-Health 
IoT Box was designed and developed following an IoT approach that allows it to be easily adapted to 
other environments and projects. In fact, we use the box in other projects, continuing to enable the 
acquisition of sensor data, its processing, and its export. 
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